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EXCLUSIVE 20% DISCOUNT
CODE: ITALY536
Limited offer to experience “La Dolce Vita”
Book your flight online with Air France or Joon departing from Johannesburg or Cape Town to Italy
and you could qualify for a 20% discount on the fare of your air ticket. This offer is valid for travel
until 31 May 2019.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS CODE: ITALY536
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 20% discount offer applies to the price of the ticket before taxes, service charges and
surcharges.
The discount code ITALY536 is only valid for online reservations made on www.airfrance.co.za
Valid on Air France or JOON marketed and operated flights.
Valid in Economy, Premium Economy or Business class for a booking with Air France direct flights
departing from OR Tambo International Airport or JOON direct flights departing from Cape Town
International Airport.
Valid for new bookings made between 1 June and 15 September 2018.
Valid for travel between 1 June 2018 and 31 May 2019 from South Africa.
Depending on the fare chosen, other conditions may apply.
Only the credit card option form of payment will allow for the discount.
Limited to a minimum fare of R3200 before taxes.
Valid only once per passenger.
Limited to 100 uses in total.

AIR FRANCE, FRANCE IS IN THE AIR!

Discover La Dolce Vita
with our extensive Italian network
www.airfrance.co.za

Air France - A vast and
effective network.
Air France has daily flights from
Johannesburg to Paris operating
either an Airbus A380 or Boeing 777.
Service from Cape Town to Paris is year
round with three flights per week with
JOON. Worldwide Air France flies to 300
destinations in 114 countries. Within France, Air
France serves 25 cities from their hub in Charles de
Gaulle or from Orly Airport in Paris.
Air France flies to 8 destinations in Italy and together with
their partners, they fly to 14 destinations.
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Dear Reader,

S

ummer in Italy is here, and the My Italian Link team has worked hard to present you with
the best stories and must-sees in Italy for the months to come. Through this new issue of
the My Italian Link magazine, we take you on a new journey through another corner of ‘the
Boot’! We do our best to promote Italy in South Africa through in-depth articles, but also by offering unique encounters with Italian artists and businessmen by telling their success stories, and
by putting the spotlight on Italian culture through history, art and lifestyle content.

In this, the 8th issue, you will have the opportunity to explore the beautiful region of Campania; read
the success story of the famous Italian brand TOD’s, recounted by its CEO Diego Della Valle, whom
we thank for the interview; be part of the return of Alfa Romeo in F1; discover the SDA Bocconi
School of Management, the Fondo Ambiente Italiano (the National Trust for Italy), and the Italian
Malaria Network; meet with Tommaso Fiscaletti; and finally, get clued up on 2018 summer trends
and activities in Italy through our lifestyle section! We sincerely hope you will enjoy our new format,
visit us at www.myitalianlink.com and follow us on Facebook and Instagram.
Audrey ROBIN - Editor-in-chief & Copy Editor

COVER PHOTO

REGGIA DI CASERTA

If you're planning a holiday in Italy
and you want to stay connected,
ExpressoWiFi is the best solution
for you!

CAMPANIA REGION

--

Avoid roaming charges and surf with 4G/LTE full-speed connection,
thanks to our mobile pocket WiFi which you can take with you
anywhere and anytime, with unlimited data traffic, allowing you to
connect up to 10 devices simultaneously
(smartphones / tablets and PCs).

UNCAPPED
DATA

There are no activation fees or extra costs.
Simply choose a rental period that suits you and select the location
you'd like to pick up and return the device: Rome Fiumicino airport,
Milan Malpensa and Linate airport or our ExpressoWiFi Boutique in
Italy. If you want, you can choose to pick up and drop off the device
at your hotel/apartment/B&B. Convenient, simple and above all,
worth it: you pay €6 a day only, all-inclusive.
Eric Pastore
Giovanni Cavaliere

BOOK IT NOW
On expressowifi.com and enter promo code “acp2017”
to enjoy a special discount: 10% off your order total price!

The Fontana di Eolo at the Reggia di Caserta,
a World Heritage Site, is the epitome of
Renaissance beauty. The fountain is a tribute
to Eolo (Aeolus in English), the Greek keepers
of the winds, and is fed by the Carolina
Aqueduct. It features 28 statues embodying
the winds themselves, and is a sublime
representation of Campania’s knack for
marrying natural beauty and opulent design.
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Wondering who’s behind what you’re reading? Well, here we are!
Like the bedrock of our magazine’s concept, we believe our strength
lies in our multicultural approach, and passion for all things Italiane!
Meet the hard-working, fun-loving My Italian Link family! Here’s who
we are, what we do and what our favourite Italian foods are!

CONTACT US:

If you wish to collaborate with us or
advertise in the magazine, do not hesitate
to contact us at: editor@myitalianlink.com
or advertising@myitalianlink.com
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Writer & Proofreader

“PIZZA! I think I’ve tasted every
single topping ever! I’m a pizza
lover. That’s all I am!”

“Strictly Neapolitan mozzarella,
and parmigiano and prosciutto
from Parma.”

“Definately affettati (charcuterie)!
My grandfather was a butcher,
so how could I not love cold cuts?”

“A platter of antipasti please. For
every meal. For the rest of my life.”

Editor in Chief & Copy Editor
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UPCOMING EVENTS... in Italy

--

THE CARPIGIANI
GELATO MUSEUM
All year, Bologna
If you like gelato then you
HAVE to see this! The museum’s
1,000 square meters are entirely
dedicated to a millenium’s worth
of artisanal gelato history! The
museum covers the development
of this tasty treat from
the 13th century BC to the 21st AD!
From ancient Mesopotamia
to today’s Italian streets – see
original machines, multimedia
presentations, original interviews,
classes, and of course tastings
of the yummiest gelato and
sorbet flavours! The tastes,
textures and productive
techniques may have evolved
over thousand of years,
but gelato is still a global favourite,
and an icon of Italian cuisine.
www.gelatomuseum.com
Be Sure To:
Bring the kids! It’s a very
family-oriented place,
and your little ones won’t
believe that a museum
can be both interesting
and delicious!

LOCUS FESTIVAL 2018
7 July to 11 August,
Locorotondo
Just outside of Bari, in Southern
Italy’s Puglia region, the small
town of Locorotondo becomes
a hub of local and international
music every year! For the 13th year
in a row, the Locus Festival brings
together artists from all over the
world, and from all genres. In fact,
many a household name found
initial fame at the festival.
So far, this year’s headliners
include Rodrigo Amarante,
Baustelle, Cosmo. What’s more,
the festival ends with a bang
on the beach to the unstoppably
catchy beats various international
DJs! Tickets are only necessary
for certain shows, so check out
the lineup on the website.
www.locusfestival.it
Be Sure To:
Book a room at The Pop-Up Hotel!
Right next door to the main stage
in Mavù Masseria. Bookings will
also get you entrance to local
markets, arts and crafts classes,
yoga sessions, and workshops!
www.thepopuphotel.it

PISTOIA BLUES
FESTIVAL
13 to 16 July, Pistoia
Head to the Piazza del Duomo
in Pistoia, Tuscany for the
39th edition of the Pistoia Blues
Fest. The festival is organised
by the Municipality of Pistoia,
alongside Blues In and Live
Nation. Don’t miss the chance
to see international headliners
such as Alanis Morissette,
James Blunt and Graham Nash
with a view of the Tuscan
countryside in the background!
During the course of the three-day
programme, the municipality
has arranged for a number
of sideshows and related events,
including a traditional market,
where you can sample Pistoia’s
local produce!
pistoiablues.com
Be Sure To:
Visit L’Alchimista cocktail bar
on via Sant’Anastasio while
you wait for the evening’s lineup.
These modern mixologists will
have you smacking your lips and
rearing to go for the evening’s
entertainment.

FESTA DI REDENTORE
DI VENEZIA
(Venice Redeemer Festival)
14 to 15 July, Venice
The Redentore is one of the most
acclaimed events in Venice.
To commemorate redemption
from the tragic plague that
decimated Venice over
400 years ago, the city comes
alive in celebration. Don’t miss
the regatta on Venice’s
waterways! In addition, there are
street performances, markets,
and events. Music and dancing
take place into the wee hours
of the morning! The celebrations
pause only around 11:30 for
the main event – the fireworks
display over the lagoon.
This 40-minute extravaganza
lights up the city, making for one
of the most stunning views
of Venice you could hope for.

EVERY DETAIL MAKES
AN MSC CRUISE
NOT JUST ANY CRUISE.
Every detail on an MSC Cruise makes
you live a unique experience.
Like every piece of music selected and performed
by our talented professional pianists,
awakening the senses and emotions throughout the day.
This is just one of many entertainment experiences
we offer night and day.
Another meticulously crafted touch of class
developed with you in mind.

Be Sure To:
Rent one of the boats or gondolas
that wade out into the open
lagoon for the best possible view
of the fireworks. You’ll have the
reflection of the colourful night
sky on one side, and a view of the
city ignited by lights on the other!

NOT JUST ANY CRUISE
m s c c r u is es . c o . za
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UPCOMING
EVENTS... in Italy

--

A Little SA in Italy

TINTORETTO
1519-2019
7 Sept. 2018 to 6 Jan. 2019,
Venice

FORMULA 1 GRAN
PREMIO HEINEKEN
D’ITALIA
2 September, Monza
The historic track of Autodromo
Nazionale Monza has seen some
of the most terrifying crashes and
epic wins in F1 history, including
exciting pole positions by
Schumacher, Vettel, and Hamilton.
Of course, Ferrari holds the record
for the most wins (viva Italia!).
The track is held by many
to represent the epitome
of Formula One racing. This year,
the Italian leg of the annual
F1 Grand Prix (or ‘Gran Premio’
in Italian) promises to be epic.
The smell of burning rubber,
the roaring of engines
and the electricity in the crowd
will leave you feeling exhilarated!
www.formula1.com

In coproduction with the National
Gallery of Art in Washington, the
Fondazione Musei Civici Venezia
(MUVE) presents an exhibition
of Jacopo Tintoretto’s masterful
work throughout his lifetime.
Work from Tintoretto’s younger
years will be shown at the Galleria
dell’Accademia, while his more
mature years will be showcased
at the Doge’s Palace. As one
of the major players during
the 16th century, Tintoretto left
a permanent mark on Venetian
culture and its immortal
representation. Internationally
renowned art historians
have banded together to present
his works, making the exhibition
a rare and unique opportunity
to learn about one of history’s
artistic giants.
www.palazzoducale.visitmuve.it
Be Sure To:

Be Sure To:
Book your tickets well in advance!
Tickets for the main race range
from €200 to €750, depending
on where you sit.

Tour the rest of the Doge’s Palace!
A closer look at this remarkable
building reveals Casanova’s
prison cell, secret passageways,
and lion-shaped slots in the walls
for reporting unpatriotic neighbours
in writing!

© Photos - Marco Borrelli

MANDELA MEMORIAL
24/7, all year round,
Nelson Mandela Forum, Piazza Enrico
Berlinguer, 50137 Firenze FI, Italy
The Nelson Mandela Forum in Florence has installed
a reproduction of Nelson Mandela’s prison cell
outside the sports stadium. An exact replica
of Mandela’s cell on Robben Island, but in glass,
making for an eye-catching (though eerie)
installation. The piece was set up in commemoration
of Mandela on February 14th, 2018, on the 100th
anniversary of our former president’s birthday.
The cell is the first of several planned events
at the Nelson Mandela Forum throughout 2018
in his memory, including sports and political events
– all celebrating Nelson and his ties with Italy.
A visit to the monument is well worth it, as Mandela’s
ties to and history with Italy are explained. The cell
is open 24 hours a day, every day of the week,
free of charge.

EVERY DETAIL MAKES
AN MSC CRUISE
NOT JUST ANY CRUISE.
Every detail on an MSC Cruise makes
you live a unique experience.
Like the pillows in two different densities we offer
so that every unforgettable cruise day ends with a blissful night’s sleep.
This is just one of the ways we put your wellbeing
at the top of our priority list, day and night.
Another meticulously crafted touch of class
developed with you in mind.

NOT JUST ANY CRUISE
m s c c r u is es . c o . za
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PALERMO,
ITALIAN CAPITAL
OF CULTURE 2018

--

Every year the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage, Activities
and Tourism (MiBACT) elects a city as the Capital of Culture.
This year, Sicily’s famous Palermo is the winner!

This prestigious award comes with a €1m grant for
public investment towards the city’s tourism industry and heritage site renovations. The Capital of
Culture award promotes communal participation
amongst officials and citizens, and stimulates local
events and promotional projects.
Palermo, has been a cultural melting pot since its
very beginnings. This is one of the few cities in the
world where you’ll see Romanesque, Baroque,
Gothic and Eastern palaces on the same street.
With around 2,700 years of cultural history, Palermo has been ruled by many different groups, resulting in a captivating medley of influences on

architecture, cuisine and language. It’s no surprise, then, that Palermo has been chosen!
This year, Palermo’s unique identity is represented
by a specially-designed logo. Sabrina Ciprì, a
22-year-old Fine Arts student, has depicted the
letter ‘P’ in Arabic, Hebrew, Phoenician and Greek,
the languages that laid the foundations of the city.
The city will host over 800 events throughout the
year, including art exhibitions, theatre pieces,
musical performances, international conferences
and sports events.
All events are inspired by the Capital of Culture
award’s central mantra: peace, legality and civil par-

ticipation. Don’t miss the The European Festival
of Music in Palermo in June, featuring international talent, or the Same Same but Different exhibition at the Museo Civico di Castelbuono, which
explores the Italy’s socio-cultural tapestry. On
the political conferencing agenda this year is a
presentation by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture of
plans for the reconstruction of Syria’s souk,
Omayyadi Mosque and Minaret of Aleppo (destroyed during the civil war in 2013).
Find more information and the full calendar of events
at www.palermocapitalecultura.it
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UNIQUE &
unusual sights

--

Each issue, My Italian Link offers you a list of geological
mysteries, architectural oddities, and historical uniquities!
These strange and unusual places will add an extraordinary
sense of intrigue to your holiday in ‘the Boot’.

ORVIETO - UMBRIA REGION

ST PATRICK’S WELL
Built in the early 1500s by Pope Clement
VII to store up water for war, Saint
Patrick’s Well has 70 windows that open
onto a set of dual staircases which
wrap around the centre in a double helix
pattern. Take the staircases and
go 52m deep into the 13m old well.
www.inorvieto.it
CAPO SPARTIVENTO - SARDINIA REGION

SLEEP IN A LIGHTHOUSE
Spend a night at Faro Capo Sparivento,
a former lighthouse built in 1854,
which turned into a hotel in 2006.
Tables created from old Turkish carts,
an Indian trunk for books, here you will
travel all around the world. Not to be
missed: breakfast by the pool!
www.farocapospartivento.com

CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO - LAZIO REGION

THE ‘DYING CITY’
The old hill town of Civita Bagnoregio is located in Northern Lazio, just an hour
and a half’s ride from Rome. This medieval town, founded by Etruscans 2,500 years
ago, is perched on top of a turf hill and surrounded by a canyon and will soon
disappear because of erosion. To access this unique village you will need to cross
a 300m long pedestrian bridge. From there you can see the Porta San Maria,
then stroll around the village, stop by the Piazza Bagnoregio, and visit San Donato
church. Entrance to the village is €3 on weekdays and €5 on weekends.
www.comune.bagnoregio.vt.it

LUGO - EMILIA-ROMAGNA REGION

SHOP AT THE MECCA
OF VINTAGE CLOTHING

A.N.G.E.L.O. Vintage Palace is a
three-strory building dedicated
to vintage clothing, which has one
singularity; more than just a shop,
it is basically a museum where you can
rent fashion items and accessories!
www.angelo.it
VACONE - LATIUM REGION

“JUST FOR TWO”
Live a unique experience and have
a romantic dinner at Solo per Due,
the smallest restaurant in the world!
Here, there is only one table – for two,
of course! As for the food, it is fresh
and seasonal. Be sure to book!
www.soloperdue.com
CHIUSDINO - TUSCANY REGION

A TRIP BACK IN TIME

MILAN - LOMBARDY REGION

Just 35km from Siena lies the Abbey
of San Galgano. Take a stroll through
this roofless abbey, which was built
in the 13th century and is quite
famous as the first Gothic church
built in Tuscany.
www.discovertuscany.com

DINE IN AN OLD TRAM
Live the unique experience of dining in an old restored vintage tram travelling
around the heart of Milan. With ATMosfera you will enjoy a four-course meal
during a 2h30 trip from the Piazza Castello. The tram is composed of four tables
of four, and four tables of two. The fixed price is €70 per person. The tram leaves
every day at 1pm for lunch and 8pm for dinner. You can even choose between
three different types of menu: meat, fish or vegetarian.
www.atmosfera.atm.it

© Photos - All Rights Reserved
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T R AV E L G U I D E

CORRADO MATERA,

MEC for Tourism Development
and Promotion
“Campania aims to attract tourists
all year round. The inland areas,
coastline, archaeological sites, museums,
gastronomy, and the Campanian spirit
come together to arouse emotions
and extraordinary sensations.
Campania is a unique, unforgettable
and exciting experience.

A TOUR OF

CAMPANIA

--

Our travel guide to the Campanian treasure trove
will help you narrow in on main attractions, but
also to plan an ‘outside-the-box’ itinerary to make
your trip to Campania completely unforgettable!
www.incampania.com

The region is a window to authentic
Italian culture, and is quickly growing
as one of the most popular destinations
for museums and archaeological sites.
Our sustainable public transport system
means low-impact, easy access via
buses and trains to both historic sights
and off-the-beaten-track experiences.
We have not only improved existing
popular sites and activities, but have
developed new itineraries: ‘The Way
of Certosas’ comprehensively connects
the three Certose of Campania
(San Giacomo in Capri, San Lorenzo
in Padula and San Martino in Naples);
'The Paths of the Soul' combines
religious itineraries, and instills emotion
within both the traveller and the pilgrim
through naturalistic-spiritual journeys.
These are aimed at discovering the spirit
of these sites, whether by foot or by bike.
I believe that the road traced by this present
administration is the right one for the
development of tourism in the region.”
Chiesa di Santa Maria Assunta
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T R AV E L G U I D E

NAPLES OFF
THE BEATEN TRACK

N A PLES
Campania’s capital and Italy’s 3rd largest city is as
edgy as it is illustrious. You’ll constantly have the
gorgeous Bay of Naples and the looming volcano,
Mt. Vesuvius, in your peripheral vision!

01
WANDER AROUND THE CITY OF 500 DOMES

Duomo di Napoli

Start your journey in the centro storico (historic centre) – a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Wander down the Spaccanapoli, a 2km walkway
that takes you past numerous palazzi (Italian aristocratic mansions)
and some of the most important sights in Naples. Start at via Duomo
and head towards the Piazza Gesù Nuovo. You can branch off to see
Naples’ main offerings. The 17th century Pio Monte della Misericordia church is famous for its art, including Caravaggio’s The Seven
Works of Mercy. The Duomo di Napoli (Naples Cathedral) is just
across the street. This Catholic cathedral houses a vial of Saint Januarius’ blood, which twice a year miraculously liquefies! Next door
is the Chiesa dei Girolamini, which contains yet more artistic masterpieces, as well as the famous Girolamini Library of religious
manuscripts. Just one block west is the Sotterranea, a network of
tunnels 40m under Naples! Come up for air and move further west to
find the Museo Cappella Sansevero. Be sure to see the famous
Veiled Christ statue by Giuseppe Sanmartino. Finish off your visit to
the centro storico at the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, where
you’ll find fascinating ancient artifacts. Further westwards, you’ll
come across the Complesso Museale di Santa Chiara. This Gothic
religious complex contains a monastery, the tombs of kings, and an
archaeological museum.

The Black Legend of the Sansevero Prince
Prince Raimondo di Sangro turned the Cappella
Sansevero into a museum of dark experiments.
See the two ‘anatomical machines’ made from
(questionably acquired) ancient human corpses!
www.museosansevero.it

GOOD TO KNOW!
The Italians have a saying: Vedi Napoli e
poi muori (meaning ‘See Naples and die’).
It’s not what you think! The idea is that Naples
is so beautiful, there’s no reason to go on
living, as you’ll never see anything better.

Visit a Hospital for Dolls
The Ospedale delle Bambole is where locals used
to take their porcelain dolls to be mended. Today
it is a shop and museum filled with figurines and
traditional toys created by artisan marionette makers.
www.ospedaledellebambole.it

~

Complesso Museale di Santa Chiara

Castel Nuovo
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Basilica reale pontificia di San Francesco di Paola, in Piazza del Plebiscito

T R AV E L G U I D E

Napolitean pizza

GOOD TO KNOW!
In 1889, pizza maker Raffaele Esposito
created the Pizza Margherita to honour
Queen Margherita of Savoy. The basil,
mozzarella and tomatoes represent
the colours of the Italian flag.

~
It’s not all about the historical centre, though! As you near the Bay of
Naples, you can visit one of the city’s three famous castles. The Castel
Nuovo was completed in 1282, and houses fragments of frescoes
by the famous Giotto. Take a walk down the Lungomare promenade
for the perfect view! Three minutes down the road is the Teatro San
Carlo, the oldest opera house in Europe. Then it’s off to the Piazza
Plebiscito to see the Palazzo Reale – home to the Bourbon kings!

Teatro San Carlo

02

03
PIZZA AT ITS PUREST
We have Naples to thank for pizza as we know it today. In 2017, Neapolitan pizza making was awarded UNESCO World Heritage status. Traditional Neapolitan pizza comes in two variations: the margherita and the
marinara. The tomatoes must be San Marzano, and the mozarella must
be either di Bufala or fior di latte. Traditional pizzaiuoli (pizza makers)
toss and twirl the dough to oxygenate it. The dough must be made with
type 0 or 00 wheat flour, formed by hand and all pizzas must be baked
for a maximum of 90 seconds in an 800-degree Fahrenheit oven. This

SHOP ‘TIL YOU DROP!
Naples is also famous for its shopping streets and arcades, such as via
Toledo, the Galleria Umberto, or via San Gregorio Armeno. The city is
also famous for its tailors, who craft exquisite handmade suits for men
in the Chiaia neighbourhood. If you leave Naples with just one custom
fashion piece, let it be a E. Marinella tie. These tailor-made neckties have
been donned by American presidents such as Nixon, Carter, Kennedy,
and Obama!

Via San Gregorio Armeno

Galleria Umberto

means the crust inflates and chars around the delectable melange of
mozzarella and tomato puree.
For the ultimate pizza experience, visit the Pizzeria Brandi, where the
famous Margherita pizza was invented in 1889. Alternatively, head to
via Cesare Sersale to what experts hail as ‘The Sacred Temple of Pizzas’ – L’Antica Pizzeria da Michele, which has seen five generations of
pizzaiuoli from the Condurro family since 1870.
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THE WORLD’S BIGGEST PALACE

CAS E RTA
Just 45mins by train or car from Naples lies the
charming town of Caserta, home to the Reggia di
Caserta (Royal Palace of Caserta). This astonishing
UNESCO World Heritage Site is the largest palace in
the world! Five floors covering around 47,000sqm
each, 1,200 rooms and almost 4km in length (including the garden). Phew!

As the story goes, Bourbon King Charles III wanted to develop a new
capital, away from the coast, which made invasion easy. Thus, in 1752,
architect Luigi Vanvitelli (who had also worked on the Vatican) was
commissioned to design the palace. And what an incredible job he did!
The palace was modelled on Versailles in France, but outdoes it!
Lashings of Baroque and a sprinkle of Neoclassical tastes create a feeling of awe and luxe everywhere you look!
Be sure to cast your eyes upon the Grand Staircase, the Palatine Chapel, and the Royal Theatre. The unending palace gardens feature old
woods, an oasis, a waterfall, and marble fountains fed by a 2km canal,
connected to Vanvitelli’s famous Carolina Aqueduct.
Visit www.reggiadicaserta.beniculturali.it for more info. Visiting hours start
from 08.30am, but closing times are between 3pm and 7.30pm, depending
on the time of year – except for Tuesdays, when the palace is closed!

In front of the palace, the 2km canal feeds the gorgeous marble fountains

Reggia di Caserta

Palace from the canal

The ancient city of Paestum is a veritable goldmine of
ancient Greek architecture, and a glimpse into a world we
couldn’t possibly imagine otherwise!

PAEST U M

A WHOLE OTHER WORLD
Originally named Poseidonia (after Poseidon) by the ancient Greeks
that formed it in the 6th century BC, Paestum is one of the few places
on earth where one can admire Doric ruins. Visit the three Temples of
Hera (aka the Basilica), Athena and Apollo. Paestum is famous for
these temples, as they are almost perfectly preserved. Besides the
museum, the famous Tomb of the Diver is a must. Unlike the temples,
this masterpiece was not created to be admired by humans, but to
accompany the deceased to his otherworldly eternal life on another
plane. The exact meaning of its frescoes, as well as the painter’s
identity, are still the subject of heated discussion among experts.

WHAT ABOUT POMPEII?
Vesuvius’ eruption in 79 AD turned a once lively Roman port
city into a ghost-town, perfectly preserved under the ash.
Of course, you wouldn’t visit Campania without seeing this
famous archaeological gem. We have you covered!
Visit www.myitalianlink.com for an in-depth exposé.

Temples of Hera, Athena and Apollo

The marble fountains

PAESTUM OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
Paestum’s Michelin Star Restaurant
Just 15mins away from the archaeological site is Le Trabe Tenuta Capodifiume,
where you can sample chef Peppe Stanzione’s gastronomic alchemy in the idyllic
surroundings of the restaurant’s own estate.
www.letrabe.it - Via Capo di Fiume, 4, 84047 Capaccio SA
©www.viamichelin.be
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Procida island

THE ISLANDS

CAPRI & ISCHIA
OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

Anacapri

A Roman Emperor's Stomping Ground
The Villa Jovis in Capri was Emperor Tiberius’
palace of depravity. He led Rome from this
Villa, and gained a reputation for the depraved
antics he got up to between its walls.
Via Tiberio, 80073 Capri, NA
Have Dinner in a Cave
Part of the dining room at Ristorante
Montecorvo is carved into the hillside
outside Forio! Enjoy traditional dishes,
including seafood (of course), local
rabbit, and homemade prosecco!
www.montecorvo.it

The volcanic Ischia Island

The sphinx statue overlooking the bay

Villa San Michele

These islands in the Bay of Naples offer a sense
of history and magical timelessness that will
never leave you.

EDITOR’S TIP
For an authentic experience beyond all others, visit
Procida Island. Untouched by tourists, the narrow,
colourful facades of the hillside town will have you
fumbling for your camera! Be sure to visit Vivara,
Procida’s nature reserve, connected across the sea
by a daunting footbridge. www.visitprocida.com

The Faraglioni in Capri

01

Castello Aragonese

02

CAPRI ISLAND

ISCHIA ISLAND

Take the ferry from Naples or Sorrento, and head to the Piazzetta in
fashionable Capri town. From here, stroll along the via Tagara, lined with
luxury villas. You’ll also find ruins of the villas of ancient Romans – Capri
has always been a holiday spot! Don’t forget to visit Anacapri, the town
on the island’s peaks. See the sphinx statue overlooking the bay and
faraglioni (sea stacks) at Villa San Michele. Another can’t-miss opportunity is a tour of the Grotta Azzurra – an unbelievably beautiful underwater lake accessible only by boat when the tide is low. In the evenings, consider Guido Lembo’s Taverna Anema e Core, famous for its
live music and famous guest list.

Ischia is a volcanic island, meaning it’s basically one
big beautiful garden! See La Mortella, one of Italy’s
best botanical gardens. You absolutely cannot miss
the 15th century Castello Aragonese, a medieval castle
connected to Ischia by a stone bridge running out to
sea! History buffs will want to seek out the Roman remains at Cartaromana Beach, which lie beneath the
sea bed. For those wanting something more replenishing, enjoy the relaxing Casamicciola thermal baths
or the hot springs at Maronti Beach.
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Villa Cimbrone

Positano

T R AV E L G U I D E

AMALFI COAST
The craggy rocks and intense blue sea of the 50km
Amalfi Coast have made it a favourite tourist destination since Roman times.

Chiesa di Santa Maria Assunta

OUR FAVOURITE TREASURE TROVES
Positano: The beautiful town made famous by author John Steinbeck is a must-see. M.C. Escher-like stairways connect the town’s
colourful vertical landscape. Positano is famous for its leather
sandals and cotton linens. Visit the Chiesa di Santa Maria Assunta, with its majolica-tiled dome, and look out onto the Galli Islands – where legend tells of sirens who lured sailors towards the
rocks where they inevitably crashed.

Cattedrale di Sant'Andrea

Ravello: Famous for its lush gardens and captivating mountain scenery! Visit on a Tuesday for the weekly market on the Piazza Duomo.
Also well worth a visit is the 11th century Villa Cimbrone. The villa is
now a hotel, and was once frequented by the likes of Greta Garbo,
Wagner, Virginia Woolf and D.H. Lawrence. Stand on the Belvedere of
Infinity and ponder the neverending vista of the Amalfi Coast and
Campania’s beloved islands.

Amalfi: Poised at the mouth of the Valle dei Mulini, Amalfi was one
of Italy’s four maritime republics until the 11th century. Unfortunately, the majority of the town slid into the sea due to an earthquake
in 1343! Today, few monuments remain, but the ancient Cattedrale
di Sant’Andrea is a wonder to behold. Don’t miss the small but popular beach for a taste of the Mediterranean sun!

Belvedere of Infinity in Ravello

GOOD TO KNOW!

AMALFI COAST OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
Hike the Path of the Gods
So called for its heavenly views, Il Sentiero
degli Dei is a 7km trail of incredible beauty
through the slopes of Monte Peruso,
from Agerola to Nocelle, in Positano.
www.caimontilattari.it

A Lemonade in the Mountains
A hike up the Valle Delle Ferriere from Amalfi
will bring you to a stunning, untouched waterfall.
Stop at the Fore Porta cafe for their delicious
organic lemonade and pound cake.
www.agriturismoamalfi.it

Leather Sandals While You Wait
Stop by the family-owned La Botteguccia in
Positano, where you can watch while an artisan
makes your custom-ordered leather sandals,
which are famous in the area.
Via Regina Giovanna 19, 84017, Positano

You can’t leave Campania without
tasting the famous lemons (or the
Limoncello liqueur), local herbed
cheeses from the Monti Lattari
mountains, and sfogliatelle pastries
for those with a sweet tooth!

~
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OTHER GEMS

Cattedrale di Salerno

On either side of the Amalfi Coast lie the sparkling
towns of Sorrento and Salerno. While not part of the
Amalfi Coast, these gems lie in the same area.

LETS STOP BY…

Castello di Arechi

Salerno: Just 30km from Naples, Salerno overlooks the Tyrrhenian
Sea. There’s no reason your travels along Camapnia’s coast shouldn't
include this charming addition. The Complesso Archeologico di San
Pietro a Corte, an area in the town’s centro storico, features structures from the 1st century, and a visit to the medieval Castello di
Arechi will provide an unforgettable vista of the town and the sea.

EVENTS
IN CAMPANIA
--

Throughout the year, Campania’s coastal
towns host numerous pageants, festivals,
concerts and markets. Here’s our list of
some of Campania's most entertaining
events this year!

Sorrento: On the Sorrentine Peninsula, Sorrento gazes out onto the
Bay of Naples across from Naples itself. The city is famous for its
lacework, ceramics and marquetry. Be sure to visit the town’s historical centre, and the cafes on the Piazza Tasso. The 14th century
Chiostro di San Francesco and 11th century Duomo di Sorrento
offer stunning architecture and ancient artwork.

Visit a Buffalo Mozzarella Farm
Just outside of Salerno, Taverna
Penta invites visitors onto
the estate to see the famous
Campana DOP Buffalo
Mozzarella being made, as well
as their water buffalo farm!
www.tavernapenta.it
The Queen’s Baths
Just 3km from Sorrento you’ll
find the Bagni Regina Giovanna,
a picturesque rock pool where
it is said this queen used to take
her young lovers.
Traversa Punta Capo, 14,
80067, Sorrento NA

Festa di San Gennaro
5 May & 19 December, 2018
Join the crowds in front of the Duomo di
Napoli to see the miracle of St. Januarius’
ancient blood mysteriously liquefy!
Maggio dei Monumenti
All of May, 2018 - varied dates
Concerts, exhibitions and access to previously restricted sections of certain monuments all over Naples.
www.comune.napoli.it

Pizzafest
11 - 21 September, 2018
Workshops, famous chefs and tastings celebrate Naples’ pizza heritage at the Mostra
d’Oltremare. Yummy!
www.pizzafest.info

SORRENTO:
Sagra della Salsiccia e Ceppone
13 December, 2018
Heaps of local sausages are braaied over
an open flame every year and shared
amongst the crowd!

Napoli Film Festival
September - October, 2018 (TBA)
Film screenings take place at the Filangeri and Castel Sant’Elmo. Bring your
autograph book as many Hollywood
stars attend!
www.napolifilmfestival.com
Napoli Teatro Festival Italia
June - July, 2018 - varied dates
Local and international stars come out of
the woodwork to perform various theatrical
and musical events.
www.napoliteatrofestival.it
Carpisa Neapolis Festival
25 - 26 July, 2018
This international rock music festival, the
biggest in southern Italy, will have you
headbanging all weekend!
www.neapolis.it

POSITANO:

© www.youknowboat.com

SALERNO &
SORRENTO
OFF THE
BEATEN TRACK

AMALFI:
Amalfi Farmers’ Market
Every Wednesday
Local products, authentic recipes, enveloping smells. Rub shoulders with the locals
and munch on traditional ingredients.

SALERNO:
Luci d’Artista
November - January, 2018
This festival of Christmas lights takes it to
a whole new level of artistry and design. All
of Salerno is lit up!
www.lucidartistasalerno.com

RAVELLO:

NAPLES:
Chiostro di San Francisco

Festa del Pesce
29 September, 2018
Head to Fornillo Beach with the rest of the
town for free wine, dancing and an array of
beautiful fish dishes!

Ferragosto
15 August, 2018
Positano goes all out for this holy Catholic
feast. Expect fireworks, celebrations on the
town squares, and chocolate covered aubergine!

Ravello Music Festival, 66th Ed.
30 June - 25 August, 2018
The city of music hosts the world famous
festival of classical concerts, screenings
and exhibitions.
www.ravellofestival.com

PAESTUM:
L’Immagine Invisible Exhibition
3 June - 7 October, 2018
A special focus on the mysterious Doric
afterlife at the Parco Archaeologico celebrates 50 years since the discovery of the
Tomba del Tuffatore.
www.museopaestum.beniculturali.it

CAPRI:
Settembrata Anacaprese
27 August - 2 September, 2018
The four historic quarters of the town
compete in a celebration of food and
culture, which includes all sorts of events.
www.capri.com
International Folklore Festival
3 - 8 August, 2018
A week of dancing, music, demonstrations
and processions to celebrate local folklore.
www.capri.com

ISCHIA:
Festa di San Vito, Forio d’Ischia
14 - 17 June, 2018
To celebrate their patron saint, Forio locals
set up stalls, progressions, concerts and
fireworks all over town!
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“Luxury is not limited to seasons,
and people of good taste
know how to recognise it.”

~

1

2

3

1 - The Tod’s headquarters in Le Marche. 2 - The headquarters is decked out in only the best interior design installations. 3 - The sublime Kite-Light by Jacob Hashimoto.

A MILE IN
TOD’S SHOES
SARTORIAL
SUCCESS WITH CEO
DIEGO DELLA VALLE

©Emanuele Scorcelletti

--

Much loved fashion tycoon and industry leader Diego Della Valle, CEO of
the Tod’s empire, spoke to us about how his grandfather’s 1920’s factory
became one of Italy’s most celebrated brands. Hands-on and at the helm,
Della Valle explains the Tod’s aesthetic has always (and will always) be
centred around “timeless form that combines the highest quality with almost obsessive attention to the details of contemporary style”.
www.tods.com

Your grandfather was the family’s first shoemaker. Do you draw inspiration
from him?
My grandfather was a small-scale artisan, a tradition carried forward by my
father, who created a small company that has grown over time. Historically, the
region of Le Marche was the most important district for the production of
high-quality footwear in Europe. This was definitely my main inspiration: quality
and contemporaneity.

Tod’s recently financed the restoration of the Colosseum in Rome. What made
you decide to give back to Italy?
I simply believe that it is right to give back to the land a part of that which has
contributed to your own success. This doesn’t need to be a huge endeavour,
such as the Colosseum. It can be a small-scale or local action, which improves
quality of life for the people who have contributed to a business. It’s a civic duty,
and an example that many entrepreneurs – I hope – will follow.

How did your father move on to making shoes for major fashion houses, like
Azzedine Alaïa?
Our family has always breathed the spirit of the time, and my father immediately understood that business was also being directed outside Italy’s borders.
Collaboration with big international names gave the company visibility in other
markets, creating what is today known as ‘Made in Italy’.

Tod’s is opening a store in South Africa! Do you see any connections between
South African and Italian fashion culture?
South Africans are very attentive to style and know that this depends on quality.
They value the ‘Made in Italy’ label, recognising its added value. Today, we are
all more curious and travel a lot: this makes South Africans – like all others –
citizens of the world, who know where to find the best.

Later, the Gommino became the first shoe under the Tod’s label (then called
J.P. Tod’s). What inspired this classic loafer?
It all began with a pair of driving shoes that I saw in a window in New York. The
idea behind the shoe was good, but the craftsmanship was terrible – to say nothing of the quality. Returning to Italy, I discussed the idea of making this driving
shoe that could be worn for 24 hours with my father, with all of our know-how and
the best leather available. Thus, the Gommino was born: a must-have that has revolutionised casual fashion for 30 years, while still following contemporary styles.

What’s next for Tod’s?
Today’s consumer is very demanding and follows time-frames that are
dictated by digital platforms and immediacy. You can’t think in terms of
seasons. For this reason, Tod’s will present capsule collections every
couple of months in every part of the world, going beyond the demand for
innovation that is increasingly arriving from the market. Obviously, without
compromising on the quality that distinguishes our collections. For us,
this will always be a fundamental point.
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GETTING OFF ON THE RIGHT FOOT

HISTORICALLY FASHIONABLE FROM HEAD TO TOE
Tod’s has always been beloved by the world’s celebrities and fashionistas,
especially the Gommino. J.F. Kennedy and Jackie O. were central figures in the
brand’s ad campaigns in the 60s, for example. From royalty and the world’s top
A-listers to modern trend influencers, Tod’s has attracted some impressive
customers, some of which are below: (from left to right) Lady Diana, Katie
Holmes, Julia Roberts, Michael Douglas, Jessica Biel, Kate Bosworth, Stefano
Accorsi, and Matthew Zorpas.

1

PUTTING THEIR BEST FOOT FORWARD

Each Tod’s product starts life as only the best quality
leather. The leather is dyed and treated before being cut
by hand. Every piece is hand-stitched together by an
artisan with staggering attention to detail, and adorned
with bespoke details before being polished to perfection. Tod’s sartorial savoir-faire means each shoe represents a marriage of innovation and heritage.

True to Tod’s commitment to quality and contemporaneity, ingenious but timeless modern designs are manufactured using traditional Italian techniques. How
does Tod’s manage to produce these timeless paragons, which never go out of style? Well, as Della Valle
puts it: “Luxury is not limited to seasons, and people of
good taste know how to recognise it.”

Tod’s latest capsule collection, released every
few months, is inspired by Californian surf style!
This breezy spin on Tod’s classics is being promoted alongside the Tod’s Yorky campaign,
which features the iconic Gommino Moccasins
and handbag, as well as a Yorkshire Terrier!

2

The Tod’s Donna, Spring/Summer 2018
3

4

5

6

7

8

The Tod’s Uomo, Spring/Summer 2018

1 & 2 - Only the finest leather measured out and used
to manufacture Tod’s shoes. 3 & 4 - A template is used to cut
out the basic shoe. Traditional, artisanal methods are used
in every production phase. 5 & 6 - The official Tod’s mark
is stamped onto the sole, the famous ‘Gommini’ are added.
7 & 8 - Each element is stitched by hand, including the inner sole.

The Tod’s Donna with fringe, Spring/Summer 2018
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FIGHTING MALARIA
WITH THE ITALIAN MALARIA NETWORK
--

Research laboratory at the Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS), Rome.

The Istituto Superiore di Sanità (Italian National Institute of Health – ISS) takes part in the Italian Malaria
Network (IMN), a global leader in the fight against malaria worldwide. Its dedication to eliminating this
infectious disease, especially in Africa, brings us one step closer to a malaria-free world. www.iss.it

A MAJOR THREAT TO AFRICA
Malaria is endemic to 100 countries worldwide. There are approximately 215 million new cases of malaria, and approximately
430,000 resulting deaths reported globally per year. Africa accounts for around 90% of these.
Given the international movement of goods and people, becoming malaria free is a significant challenge.While South Africa
has progressed towards malaria elimination, the last WHO World
Malaria Report showed an increase in infection in 2016. The
same trend applies to other African countries.
Challenges to controlling malaria
are posed by the spread of insecticide-resistance in mosquitoes,
and of antimalarial drug resistance in the parasites that cause
malaria. Individuals with low levels
of this parasite may still transmit
the disease to mosquitoes who
bite them, spreading the disease.

Brescia, Siena, Camerino, Perugia, Roma-Sapienza, Napoli-Federico II, and Bologna, pioneer biomedical and drug discovery research. Their training programmes have produced 23 PhD graduates from IMN laboratories, and each of their 126 researchers
aim for progressively tighter collaboration with African countries.
AFRICAN SOLUTIONS
The ISS and IMN are committed to their role in connecting Italy
and Africa through biomedical research development. The ISS
officially represents Italy in the Europe & Developing Countries
Clinical Trial Partnership (www.
edctp.org) - an association of
28 European and African countries, including South Africa. The
programme conducts clinical research in infectious diseases in
sub-Saharan Africa.

“There are approximately
215 million new cases
of malaria, and approximately
430,000 resulting deaths
reported globally per year.”

THE ISS AND ITALIAN
MALARIA NETWORK
The ISS (or Italian National Institute of Health) is the main Italian
governmental research institute in
the biomedical field. Its mission is to promote national and international public health through research, regulation and control.
Today, the institute addresses a range of global issues, such as
HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and food safety. In fact, it was founded
in 1934 to direct malaria elimination in Italy, and still plays a key
role in fighting it globally.

In 2011, ISS researchers and ten local universities came together
came together to coordinate malaria research worldwide. Thus,
the Italian Malaria Network (IMN) was born. These researchers,
alongside the universities of Torino, Piemonte Orientale, Milano,

~

In Italy, the ISS runs Ricerca Italia Africa, which maps all research projects by Italian institutions in Africa, with the aim of
cohesion and funds promotion.
One such project is the ISS malariology training programme in
Burkina Faso, in partnership with
the University of Rome La Sapienza, the University of Ouagadougou, the Burkina Faso Malaria National Control Programme, and the Italian government.
In 2018, the ISS, University of Milan and Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation teamed up with South
Africa’s University of Pretoria, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, and South African National Research Foundation.
Together, these institutions are working towards new drugs that
block transmission of the parasites that cause malaria from humans to mosquitoes.

IMN BY NUMBERS:
10 Italian universities
126 researchers
23 PhD graduates
450 international publications
since 2007
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ALFA ROMEO
BACK ON THE FAST TRACK
--

The world famous luxury and automotive sport brand is back on the Formula 1 circuit,
30 years after its withdrawal from the competition. The Alfa Romeo Sauber F1 Team
features 2018 Ferrari power units. Drivers Marcus Ericsson and Charles Leclerc had their
debut on the all new C37 in Melbourne on March 25th. www.alfaromeo.com
newest models: Giulia Quadifoglio, a powerful and
dynamic sports car; and Stelvio, a high-tech SUV
inspired by Alfa’s classic designs.

ALL REVVED UP
The first F1 champions of Alfa Romeo are set for an
exciting comeback season on the Formula 1 circuit
behind the wheel of the Alfa Romeo Sauber C37.
Sauber’s star Marcus Ericsson and F2 champion
Charles Leclerc are ready for a thrilling debut in
white and red, 30 years after Alfa’s last appearance
on the scene and 68 years after Giuseppe Farina’s
triumph in Monza in 1950. Teaming up with Sauber,
the Alfa Romeo brand will pursue technical and
commercial advancements on the racetrack and in
the broader automotive sector. As a subsidiary of
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, Alfa just launched its

HISTORY IN THE MAKING
Alfa Romeo brings together the Italian tradition of
elegance and power on the road, and the innovation
of a fast growing brand. Its return on the Formula 1
track will mark the comeback of a sports legend, and
offer thousands of fans across the world the unique
opportunity to witness racing heritage and technological excellence merge on the racetrack under the
legendary green snake banner.

"Alfa Romeo fans will once again have the opportunity to

support an automaker that is determined to begin writing an
exciting new chapter in its unique, legendary sporting history."

~

Sergio Marchionne, CEO of FCA
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GLOBAL EDUCATION
IN THE HEART OF MILAN
--

The SDA Bocconi School of Management is an internationally-minded, multicultural business management
school located in Milan, offering students the perfect mix of business and economics, culture, and lifestyle.
Forming part of Università Bocconi, which was founded in 1902 by Ferdinando Bocconi, the school believes
in empowering its students and working towards a better future. www.sdabocconi.it

SUPPORTING INNOVATION THROUGH EXPOSURE
SDA Bocconi provides its M.B.A. candidates with many opportunities to maximise their time at the school, be it through the
‘Path to Entrepreneurship’ program (in which students with
entrepreneurial ideas are mentored through creating a business
plan or setting up a start-up), or the Leadership Series (a lecture
series that gives students the chance to engage with industry
leaders in an intimate setting).
Previous speakers have included
Marco Bizzarri, President and CEO of
Gucci, and Vittorio Colao, CEO of Vodafone. SDA Bocconi also offers an
international exchange programme
that allows students to spend a few
months at a partner institution. Candidates can choose from universities
in North and South America, Japan,
and India, amongst others.

a manner that allows for maximum output, as well as maximum
employee satisfaction.
These core courses are complemented by concentrations,
ranging from Luxury Business Management to Private Equity,
Entrepreneurship and Renewal, which enable students to
choose elective modules that align with their specific managerial interests.

“SDA Bocconi ensures that

its students are prepared for
re-entering the job market by
providing them with extensive
recruitment training.”

COURSES TO SUIT EVERY
CAREER PATH
SDA Bocconi’s MBA core courses
are organised around three cornerstones, each of which addresses a fundamental facet of the
toolkit a successful global manager should have. ‘Planning and
Innovating’ equips students with the marketing and strategic
skills needed to secure value for stakeholders. ‘Controlling and
Investing’ takes a close look at financial markets and organisational value, in order to fully understand the investment profile of
any company. ‘Leading People and Processes’ develops students’ understanding of how to design a working environment in

~

GET A HEAD-START WITH A
SUMMER JOB
During the summer holidays, SDA
Bocconi students can undertake
individual internships in the world’s fastest growing industries,
such as technology and consulting. This enables candidates to
put what they have learnt into
practice, and is a real head-start
in terms of securing employment
after graduation.

JOB HUNT MADE EASY
SDA Bocconi ensures that its
students are prepared for re-entering the job market by providing them with extensive recruitment training. M.B.A. candidates are prepped from early on in their academic year, with
one-on-one career counselling, unlimited interview practice,
alumni mentoring, and career seminars and workshops. By
the end of the year, SDA Bocconi students will have enhanced
self-awareness and a thorough working knowledge of job
market dynamics.

BY NUMBERS
100 new M.B.A. students per year
●75% of students from outside of Italy
35 countries represented in student body
#4 in Europe for salary increase
post-graduation*
89% of graduates find a job within
three months

*

According to Financial Times.
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FAI - FONDO
AMBIENTE
ITALIANO:

4

2

1, 2 & 3 - Villa e Collezione
Panza, where Barry X Ball’s
exhibition, ‘The End of History’,
is organized by FAI.
4 - One of FAI’s estates is
the Giardino della Kolymbethra
in the Parco della Valle dei Templi.

A SUSTAINABLE APPROACH

3

©www.arenaimmagini.it / FAI

©www.albertobortoluzzi.com / FAI

©www.arenaimmagini.it / FAI

--

©Emanuele Simonaro / Parco della Valle dei Templi

The Fai - Fondo Ambiente Italiano
(the National Trust for Italy),
is a non-profit trust in charge of
numerous historical sites all around
Italy. It safeguards the country’s
heritage and engages with the
population to promote arts, history,
tourism and lifestyle.

MAGNIFYING HERITAGE &
CULTURE SINCE 1975

1
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WELCOME HOME
The FAI - Fondo Ambiente Italiano is not a tourist
board. It’s a group motivated by a passionate blend
of national pride, expertise in hospitality, care for
natural and cultural resources, and a fine knowledge
of Italy’s vast heritage. Since 1975, FAI has preserved, promoted and monitored the country’s biodiversity in all its forms, which for centuries bewitched
travellers, writers and musicians. FAI’s ultimate goal
is to make everyone feel at home while rediscovering
the piece of Italy that lies within each one of us.
FAI’s priceless assets include a portion of the Parco
Nazionale delle Cinque Terre, Villa del Balbianello on
Lake Como, Negozio Olivetti in Venice, the Giardino
della Kolymbethra (Garden of Kolymbethra) in the
Valle dei Templi (Valley of the Temples) in Agrigento
and a portion of the Parco Nazionale delle Sila.

The castles, gardens, monastic buildings and other
cultural assets owned by FAI are at the core of a
network of specialists and local communities who
preserve the sites and their surroundings. They aim
to magnify their original purpose, and take on an organic approach to urban architecture.
Every year, at the beginning of spring, FAI organises
the ‘Giornate FAI di Primavera’ (FAI Spring Days) with
its private partners, allowing tourists to explore over
a thousand breathtaking historical sites otherwise
inaccessible throughout the year. In 2018, thousands
of volunteers and supporters of FAI – a non-profit
organisation sustained by public donations – acted
as guides to over 700,000 visitors in two days, sharing their passion for arts and history.
FAI also interacts with UNESCO and similar bodies
across Europe, as well as Britain’s National Trust,
and is a member of the International National Trusts
Organisation (INTO). Proudly Italian, FAI preserves
and enhances the landscaping heritage of Europe in
the eyes of the international community and creates
awareness amongst local residents. As part of
Transnational Giving Europe, FAI provides its supporters with practical and secure solutions for tax-effective, cross-border donations. FAI has four satellite
philanthropic associations: Friends of FAI in New
York (USA), FAI Swiss in Lugano and Geneva (Switzerland), FAI France in Paris and FAI UK in London.
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1 - One of FAI’s estates is the Giardino della
Kolymbethra in the Parco della Valle dei Templi.
2 - The Negozio Olivetti exhibition centre in Venice.
3 - Villa del Balbianello in Tremezzina, overlooking Lake Como.
4 - The 16th century Villa Della Porta Bozzolo in Casalzuigno.
5 - The medieval Castello di Avio in Sabbionara, Avio.
6 - Castello e Parco di Masino in Masino was the home
of the Valperga family for ten centuries.

1

THE YEAR OF CULTURAL HERITAGE

4

2018 is the European Year for Cultural Heritage. This initiative by the European
Union aims to promote ‘Our Heritage: Where the Past Meets the Future’, with
events, shows, exhibitions, awareness-raising campaigns, festivals, conferences,
workshops, exchange programmes and digital projects. The 28 participating
countries will contribute 7,840 initiatives, 405 of which take place in Italy.

©Gabriele Basilico / FAI

FAI continues to participate in the international celebration of Europe’s heritage with tailor-made activities at some of its most significant sites, and with
investments towards restoration. FAI, Ponte tra Culture (Building Bridges
between Cultures) is a FAI project that analysed the ties between Italy and
South America in a series of conferences in Milan in February, and unveiled in
March the secrets of seven Italian cities with guided tours in Europe’s main
languages, as well as in Arabic, Romanian, Ukrainian, Russian, Serbian-Croatian, Polish, Albanian, Chinese, Japanese and Tagalog.
2

AN INNOVATION POD

5

©Roberto Morelli / FAI

© Tristan Robert-Delrocq

Arts historian Laura Mattioli, collector and founder of the Center for Italian Modern Art in New York, said of Barry X Ball: "He is an artist who places himself
outside the ‘games’ of contemporary art, which got us used more to concepts than
to its presence. Barry X Ball is not like that. His is a different approach, looking at
ancient masterpieces without being disrespectful or ironic, but he rather works on
restructuring ancient canons."

3

WHO SAID AGE IS A BAD THING?

©Martina Vanzo / FAI

Amongst FAI’s 2018 initiatives is ‘The End of History’, a retrospective exhibition
by American sculptor Barry X Ball in Villa e Collezione Panza (Varese) and at the
Castello Sforzesco in Milan. The artist uses the prestigious venues of the exhibition as a ‘pod’ where his creations spark a sublime dialogue between classics
and contemporary art.

6

FAI’s properties are historical sites belonging to the decadent Classical era, to the grotesque Middle Ages and to
the shining Renaissance. The dust of history may collect
on the well preserved shelves of ancient libraries and hidden relics, but a true restorer does not try to hide the age
of an architectural site. FAI follows a process of ‘designed
deterioration’ with its properties. This avoids significant
degradation, without counterfeiting the aesthetics.

©Dario Fusaro / FAI

©Alessio Mesiano / FAI

FAI’s expert team of restorers visits each site periodically
to inspect and intervene. The engineers, researchers,
conservators, botanists, property managers, maintenance
workers and gardeners are carefully selected and thoroughly trained by the trust.
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"I believe that every man

1

has two homelands: one is
his own, the other is Italy."

~

Henryk Sienkiewicz

BUCKLE UP!

2

©Matteo Girola / FAI

While preserving and promoting Italy’s cultural landscape, FAI also
organises trips and tours worldwide. They guarantee priority access
to exclusive locations, the professionalism of exceptional guides
and comfort to their travellers (who sign up for enriching and relaxing adventures). India, Ethiopia, Russia, Austria, Greece, Iran and
many more are the international destinations of FAI’s thematic
tours. Among the most beloved Italian getaways for 2018 is Lake
Garda, where a full immersion into the area’s history will be offered.
Learn of the Valle dei Templi in Agrigento, Siena, Cilento, Ascoli Piceno, Friuli, Federico II’s Puglia and Basilicata, to name a few.
The tours last from two days and two weeks, and include the support of a certified guide – often a professor or a field specialist –
flights, top quality full room and board, local transport and travel
insurance. Thus far, the reviews for these tours have been top-notch.

FAI - FONDO AMBIENTE ITALIANO
BY NUMBERS:
properties, of which:
open to the public
protected

3

under restoration
delegations
groups
youth groups

the value of cultural tourism in Italy
invested by FAI

©Roberto Berti / FAI

visitors for the 2018 Giornate di Primavera

©Mauro Ranzani / FAI

58
35
16
7
118
86
78
700,000
€30 billion
€4 million

1 - The Abbazia di San Fruttuoso in Camogli can only be reached
by sea or hiking trails. 2 - Villa dei Vescovi in Luvigliano was built
as a summer retreat for the archbishop. 3 - Bosco di San Francesco
in Assisi, where St Francis himself walked the nearby trails.
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RETHINKING

THE ENVIRONMENT

“Being able to shape

the subjects I work with
in a way that provides
me with the potential to get
closer to them as human
beings. It is a very deep
and internal need.”

with Tommaso Fiscaletti

~

1

Hemelliggaam or The Attempt To Be
Here Now, is a collaboration between
two artists: Italian-born Tommaso
Fiscaletti and South African
Nic Grobler, alongside a team
of scientists from the University
of Western Cape. ‘Chapter One’
of the exhibition is curated by Filippo
Maggia. It aims to defy boundaries,
connecting art and science to reshape
the way we perceive our environment.

2

4

3

1 - A shot of the Hemelliggaam or
The Attempt To Be Here Now exhibition
at the Iziko South African Museum.
2 - Display of antique plates from
the South African Astronomical Observatory
(poster installations and fine art prints).
3 - Italian-born photographer Tommaso
Fiscaletti.
4 - A collection of the Afrikaans science
fiction novels referenced in Hemelliggaam.
5 - Display of The Attempt: Installation of
pictures, copies, and natural elements.

Your collaborative piece, Hemelliggaam, brings
together art and science; two fields often seen as
removed from each other. Do you feel the combination of these disciplines enables new ways of
understanding our environment?
Hemelliggaam or The Attempt To Be Here Now is an
artistic project that moves through different fields
and forms of content. Some of them are part of the
scientific world, such as astronomy and physics.
The combination aims to create new perspectives.
Hemelliggaam would be successful if people would
start to think of the environment in a different way.
What do you hope viewers of Hemelliggaam will
take away from their engagement with the work?
I really hope people get the visionary aspect of the
project, how reality and fiction can support each
other and together reach unknown places.

5

What motivated the decision to place a section of the
Hemelliggaam exhibition in the Company’s Gardens?
We wanted to give everyone the chance to discover
the project – to those people who do not usually visit
museums, people who work and live in the street.
We are glad to see how well the outdoor part of the
project is going. The dialogue between pictures, nature, and people is very powerful and deep.
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which sounds absurd but it’s true. South Africa is an incredible country
which faces big challenges every day, linked to the melting pot of races,
religions and languages. This coexistence is the most interesting aspect
of the country.
Are there any South African and Italian artists who have inspired your work?
Mario Giacomelli, one of Italy’s most important artist/photographers (who
lived in Senigallia Marche, my hometown), inspired me when I started out.
Especially in understanding how one can create one’s own language, which
is both strong and essential. I love Franco Vaccari and Giuseppe Penone’s
work, too. But most of my inspiration comes from the cinema, and directors like Werner Herzog, and Jim Jarmusch, amongst others.

“The dialogue between

Find out more about Tommaso Fiscaletti at www.tommasofiscaletti.com,
and discover the Hemelliggaam or The Attempt To Be Here Now exhibition
at www.hemelliggaam.com.

pictures, nature, and people
is very powerful and deep.”

This interview has been edited for length and clarity.

~

1 - Left: Sivuyile Manxoyi, SAAO, Observatory,
Cape Town (fine art print).
2 - Astrographic Telescope Building 1890,
SAAO, Observatory, Cape Town.
3 - Still from video: Die Hemelblom (novel
by Jon Rabie, 1971), Carnavon, Northern Cape.
4 - Temba Matomela, educator, Planetarium
Outreach Officer, expert of indigenous astronomy.
5 - Left: Old Analogue Work Station,
Planetarium, Cape Town; Right: Karoo Fynbos,
between Calvinia and Williston, Northern Cape.

1

Is the idea of fantasy or sci-fi, something that forms part of Italian culture?
Italy has some big names in Sci-Fi literature. Personally, I have never been
a science fiction fan, but when I was young I loved books by Dino Buzzati
and Emilio Salgari, as well as many movies where the topic was aliens, and
which had a connection with the extra-terrestrial. The references in Hemelliggaam are from local Afrikaans science fiction literature, especially those
written between the 20s and 80s. Nic Grobler, the other author of the project, is a big collector of these books. Some of the pictures and videos were
inspired by the novels of authors like C.J. Langenhoven and Jan Rabie. Nic
is the filter between me and these novels, because many of the books are
only available in Afrikaans, and I am not able to read them.
How did growing up in Italy influence your decision to become a photographer?
Growing up in Italy was a good thing in terms of inspirations and
creative approach. From a very young age I travelled with my parents
a lot. We travelled between the north and the south of my country,

2

3

and I’m sure that influenced my artistic approach. But, I also believe
that it’s useful to move in different countries, to experience different
people and visions.
Your mode of photographing moves between documentary-style and
staged picture-making. What are the benefits and the challenges of
the two styles?
It is not really a style but a different kind of photography altogether. The
necessity of telling a story as it is and giving it my own direction coexist
within me. Being able to shape the subjects I work with in a way that
provides me with the potential to get closer to them as human beings. It
is a very deep and internal need.
What drew you to Cape Town, after your travels through Eastern Europe
and North Africa?
The wish to undertake an important trip, to a different place where I could
have intense experiences. I did not know Cape Town before moving here,

4

5
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OUR TOP TIP:

SUMMER IN ITALY!
TOP LISTS FOR
EVERYTHING UNDER THE SUN

--

BEAUTIFUL
BEACHES
What is summer without sun, surf
and sand? In no particular order,
here are our top 5 lesser known
stretches of paradise.

Why not travel from
beach to beach in true
Italian style?
CALABRIA
CAPO VATICANO

What’s there? Small rocky bays, and pristine waters
– perfect for scuba diving.
Where? Nestled in the Tyrrhenian coast across from
the Aeolian Islands and Stromboli.
How? You’ll need a small boat or paddle board
to access the small coves from Grotticelle Beach.
What’s close? The town of Tropea, famous for its
sweet red onions.

----------------------------------------------------------

With a Fiat 500 or Vespa
scooter! Tour operators
will organise wine tastings,
sunset tours and authentic
meals for your day trip.
Check online for the tour
operator of your choice.

Puglia - Baia delle Zagare

~

PUGLIA
BAIA DELLE ZAGARE

What’s there? Pebbled beaches dominated by awesome white limestone cliffs next to deep blue waters.
Expect exclusivity and a view of rocky arches in the sea.
Where? A series of bays in the Gargano National
Park, between Vieste and Mattinata.
How? One beach is accessible via the hotel with the
same name, others only by boat.
What’s close? Don’t miss Foggia, a centre for many
religious pilgrimages.

----------------------------------------------------------

ABRUZZO
PUNTA PENNA

What’s there? Golden sand dunes and clear waters
with a steady slope into the sea. Great for the kids!
Where? In the southern part of the Riserva di Punta
Aderci.
How? Just a short stroll down a pathway that leads
to wooden stairs.
What’s close? Casalbordino, which is central to several
nature and wildlife reserves.

----------------------------------------------------------

GROSSETO
MARINA DI ALBERESE

What’s there? Golden sand and blue waters bordered by lush pine trees. A wild, natural beach untouched by crowds.
Where? Inside the Maremma Regional Park, near
Alberese.
How? Enter the Maremma Park, then cycle or hike
8km from the visitor’s centre.
What’s close? The surrounding Maremma Regional
Park. Explore the beautiful scenery on horseback
or on foot.

---------------------------------------------------------Grosseto - Marina di Alberese

SICILY
CALAMOSCHE

What’s there? Fine, unpolluted sand and shallow,
crystal waters between rocky outcrops. It’s also
known for bird-watching!
Where? Inside the Riserva Vendicari in Sicily.
How? A 30-minute walk from within the Riserva
Vendicari.
What’s close? Visit the charming town of Noto,
a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

----------------------------------------------------------
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SICILY
FERROVIA CIRCUMETNEA

This 110km railway route circumvents Mt. Etna and
connects the town of Catania to Riposto. The 3h30
journey features lunar landscapes of igneous rock,
fertile fields, orange and olive plantations and, of
course, the ever present Etna.
How much? Return tickets for Catania-Riposto go for
€13, while a one-way trip will cost you €7,90.
Book: www.circumetnea.it

----------------------------------------------------------

TOURS
BY TRAIN
Why not take a train trip through
Italy? The most amazing panoramas
await. We’ve selected our top 3 trips
that show off Italy at its best!

LOMBARDY
THE ‘SUMMER TRAIN
TO LAKE MAGGIORE’

Spend June 10th whizzing past the Lombardy
countryside on a vintage steam train! From Milano
Lambrate, Rho or Legnano, the train stops at Lake
Maggiore, features boat excursions on the lake itself
and to Isola Bella, and finishes off in Arona before
turning back.
How much? €38 from Milan or Rho (€20 for children
under 12), and €33 from Legnano (€18 for children
under 12). Prices are all-inclusive.
Book: deadline for bookings is June 6th, 2018.
www.ferrovieturistiche.it

QUINTESSENTIAL

TUSCANY
TRENO NATURA

ANTIPASTI

How about Tuscany on a steam train? What a bliss!
The Treno Natura does day trips all over the region on
different dates. Passengers can visit remote towns
and churches, or attend festivals, exhibitions, and
local wine and food tastings. Something for everyone!
How much? Vary according to itinerary, but on average €30 for adults and €15 for children.
Book: www.terresiena.it

You simply can’t go to Italy without
trying this list of the ultimate
antipasti (appetizers)! Stop
counting calories and give in to
these Italian pillars of gastronomy.

---------------------------------------------------------LIGURIA
CINQUE TERRE

As one of the most beautiful landscapes in Italy,
these five towns are a must by train. Stops include
Levanto, Monterosso, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola,
Riomaggiore and La Spezia. Purchase a Cinque
Terre Card for unlimited trips on this specific line,
and access to all hiking trails in the national park.
www.cinqueterre.eu.com
How much? Cinque Terre Passes are €14,50 for 2 days
(adults) or €7,50 for children under 12.
Book: www.trenitalia.com

THEME

PARKS GALORE
Perfect for the kids (or those of you
who are kids at heart), Italy has many
theme parks and rollercoasters
dedicated to some unique subjects!

----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

EMILIA-ROMAGNA
MIRABILANDIA

What’s there? The biggest amusement park in Italy,
composed of several fantasy worlds such as the Far
West Valley, Dinoland, Route 66 or Adventureland.
There’s also a water park called Mirabeach!
Where? 1 hour from the city of Bologna: SS16, 48125
Savio (RA)
How much? €35,90 per adult, but children under
1.4m get in free. All tickets valid for two days!
www.mirabilandia.it

THE SOUTH
BRUSCHETTA

Crispy toasted bread rubbed with garlic and
topped with tomatoes, olive oil and salt. The
perfect snack to watch the sun set!

---------------------------------------------------------If train travel is new to you, check out
www.myitalianlink.com for a step-by-step guide!
Liguria - Cinque Terre

Veneto - Gardaland

LAZIO
ARTICHOKES ALLA GIUDIA

Jewish-style artichokes are common in
Rome. Whole cimaroli artichokes, stem included, are marinated with lemon, left to dry,
and then fried. Moist, crispy, simple, fresh,
and addictive!

CAMPANIA
MOZZARELLA DI BUFALA

Simple but delicious! A real piece of Mozzarella di Bufala (which has DOC status) with
prosciutto (Parma ham) and all of life’s worries disappear into thin air.

SICILY
ARANCINI
VENETO
GARDALAND

What’s there? Gardaland Amusement Park, which
includes many themed attractions, including Gardaland Sea-Life Aquarium (with more than 5,000 species), an enchanting hotel, and over 20 themed rides.
Where? In northern Italy, opposite Lake Garda: Via
Derna 4, 37014 Castelnuovo del Garda (VR)
How much? €43,50 per adult for entrance to the park
and aquarium. Children under 1m get in free.
www.gardaland.it

----------------------------------------------------------

LOMBARDY
LEOLANDIA

What’s there? Leolandia, formerly known as MinItalia, which is popular thanks to its 160 perfectly reproduced monuments; ‘Terre di Leonardo’ (Leonardo da
Vinci themed), and an animal world!
Where? Via Vittorio Veneto 52, 24042 Capriate San
Gervasio (BG)
How much? €38,50 per adult, but children up to
0,89m get free entrance.
www.leolandia.it

----------------------------------------------------------

Deep fried, stuffed rice balls coated with
bread crumbs. Bite into one these street
food taste bombs and you’ll find oozing
mozzarella, lip-smacking cured ham, or
mouthwatering ragù.

LIGURIA
FOCACCIA

The focaccia you’ve had at home is nothing
compared to authentic strips of oven-baked
dough, traditionally topped with herbs and
olive oil. You won’t be able to stop!
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Rome - ‘La Grande Bellezza’ Rooftop

Take the chance to
experience a one-day
hands-on cooking class.
Pizza, pasta, street food!
Check online for the
course that suits you!

HAPPENING
HOT SPOTS
Looking for a nice place to chill out
and have a drink? Here’s our
selection for a taste of the Italian
nightlife this summer!

Rome - ‘La Grande Bellezza’ Rooftop

MILAN
OFFSIDE SPORTS PUB

MILAN
TERRAZZA DUOMO 21

---------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

Soccer fan? Watch FIFA World Cup 2018 in Italy at
the Offside Sports Pub in Milan and enjoy a moment
of fun and sports with your friends!
When? From 6pm to 2am
Matches take place from June 14th to July 18th.
Where? Via Losanna 46a, 20154 Milan
www.offsidesportspub.it

OUR TOP TIP:

After a day of sightseeing, treat yourself to a
refreshing cocktail at the Terrazza Duomo 21, overlooking the Piazza Duomo and one of the best views
of Milan’s cityscape.
When? Every day, from 11am to 1am
Where? Via Silvio Pellico 2, 20121 Milan
www.duomo21.it

Milan - Terrazza Duomo 21

ROME
THE JERRY THOMAS PROJECT

It’s a real opportunity to
make friends and to learn
some authentic skills
from the culture.

Currently one of the trendiest places in Italy, The
Jerry Thomas Project is a speakeasy that will thrust
you into the roaring twenties with its delicious cocktails and fine spirits, as if prohibition was still a thing!
When? Monday to Saturday, from 10pm
Where? Vicolo Cellini 30, 00186 Rome
www.thejerrythomasproject.it

~

---------------------------------------------------------Milan - Terrazza Duomo 21

ROME
‘LA GRANDE BELLEZZA’,
at Hotel Eitch Borromini

FLORENCE
LA TERRAZZA ROOFTOP BAR

BARI
SPEAKEASY BARI

----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

An intimate bar on the rooftop of Hotel Eitch Borromini,
where you can relax on one of the sofas in the grand
interior, while enjoying a 360-degree view of Rome!
When? Every day, from 6.30pm
Where? Hotel Eitch Borromini, Via Flavia 61,
00187 Rome
www.eitchborromini.com

Enjoy the magnificent nighttime view of Florence
from the rooftop of the Hotel Continentale. At the top
of the medieval Consorti tower, you’ll be in the best
spot to admire the Ponte Vecchio or Forte Belvedere.
When? Every day, from 2.30pm to 10pm
Where? Hotel Continentale, Vicolo dell’Oro 6,
50123 Florence
www.lungarnocollection.com

This “refuge for pleasure seekers”, as their website calls it, is a blast from the past. Visit the
1920s and sip a pre-prohibition cocktail. Oh, and
try one of the tapas. You won’t regret it!
When? Every day, from 11.30am to 2am; Sundays,
from 7pm to 2am
Where? Largo Giordano Bruno, 32/34, 70121 Bari
www.speakeasybari.it
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OUR TOP TIP:
FLORENCE
MANGIA PIZZA FIRENZE

TASTY
TREATS
Try some authentic Italian food!
Our top restaurants frequented
by the locals will get you started.
Buon Appetito!

MILAN
LA BRICIOLA

Chef Gianni and his team serve delectable, traditional, Mediterranean food in an elegant atmosphere,
and offer around 500 wines from their cellar.
Try the: Angus beef with white truffle sauce!
When? Monday dinner: from 7.30pm to 12.30am.
Tuesdays to Saturdays: from 12.30pm to 2pm;
from 7.30pm to 11.15pm
Where? Via Marsala 2 c/o Solferino, 20121 Milan
www.labriciola.com

----------------------------------------------------------

Mangia Pizza take pizza to a whole new level with
their pizza ‘sandwiches’. Stop by for lunch or order a
take-away to enjoy on the go.
Try the: pizza panini snack!
When? Every day, from 12am to 10pm
Where? Via Lambertesca 24/26 R, 50122 Florence
www.mangiapizzafirenze.it

GORGEOUS
GELATO

---------------------------------------------------------VENICE
TRATTORIA AL PONTE DI BORGO

True to Venice’s local cuisine, this trattoria specialises in local seafood, pasta and risotto. Visit on a
weekday to avoid the weekend crowds!
Try the: crabs in their shell or clams.
When? Tuesdays to Sundays: from 12.30pm to 3pm;
and from 5pm to 11pm. Closed Mondays.
Where? Calle delle Mercerie 27, 30100 Malamocco

---------------------------------------------------------BOLOGNA
OSTERIA DELL’ORSA

Binge on mouthwatering traditional Bolognese dishes, like tagliatelle al ragù (the original spaghetti
bolognese) or tortellini in brodo (tortellini in broth).
Try the: Have faith and try the dish of the day!
When? Every day, from 12.30am to 11.45pm
Where? Via Mentana, 1, 40126 Bologna

If you’re in beautiful
Bologna, why not enjoy
head to the Piazza
Maggiore after dinner to
take in an Italian movie
screened at the piazza’s
open-air cinema?
What a perfect idea
for a summer night!
www.ilcinemaritrovato.it

~

ELIZABETH MINCHILLI

DISCOVER HER RESTAURANT SUGGESTION IN ROME
ROME
DAR FILETTARO

----------------------------------------------------------

Visit www.elizabethminchilli.com
Download Eat Italy apps if you’re looking for some
recommendations while traveling in Italy!

MILAN
IL MASSIMO DEL GELATO

----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

SPOLETO (UMBRIA)
GELATERIA CRISPINI

TURIN
ALBERTO MARCHETTI

----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

For almost 20 years, this faily-ren gelateria has found
the balance between ancient traditional flavours and
new and exciting tastes. Each flavour combination
stays true to its Florentine roots, though. They also
focus on being competitively priced!
Speciality: Cioccolato bianco con salsa al pistacchio
(white chocolate and pistachio sauce)
Where? Piazza Nazario Sauro 25/r, 50124 Florence
www.lacarraiagroup.eu

You won’t find fancy-pants flavour combos or fusion
creations here. Massimo gelato focuses on simple
but extremely good quality natural ingredients. Gelato is made fresh every day, and their sorbetti (sorbets) and granitas depict whatever is in season.
Speciality: They have ten different chocolate flavours,
including chocolate and chilli!
Where? Via Lodovico Castelvetro, 18 20154 Milan
www.ilmassimodelgelato.it

ROME
FATAMORGANA CENTRO

For Fatamorgana head chef Maria Agnese, gelato
isn’t just a dessert – it’s a lifestyle. Fatamorgana
offers various ‘gelato for breakfast’ items – which
we think is amazing!
Speciality: Pensiero flavour: pink grapefruit, candied
lemon peel and ginger!
Where? Via dei Chiavari 37-37A, 00186 Rome
www.gelateriafatamorgana.com

----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

This local favourite takes authentic to a whole new level
with their street food. Do as the Romans do and feast
on dishes like the fried fillet of baccala (salt cod).
Try the: Roman starter, acciughe con burro (anchovies with butter).
When? Open from 5.30pm
Where? Largo dei Librari 88, 00186 Rome

What is summer without ice cream?
Here are our choices for the top
gelaterie in Italy!

FLORENCE
LA CARRAIA

Spoleto might be off the beaten tourist track, but you
won’t regret the effort. Gelateria Crispini was named
the World Champion of pistachio gelato in 2017!
They also offer Sicilian granita and artisanal frozen
yoghurts, and gluten free options.
Speciality: Other than pistachio? Go for one of the ice
cream sandwiches!
Where? Viale Trento e Trieste 29, 06049 Spoleto
www.gelaticrispini.it

Alberto Marchetti and his team of experts strive
for gelato appreciation. The first floor of their
shop includes a laboratory and warehouse where
anyone can get view their methods first-hand.
They also offer gelato classes!
Speciality: The tiramisu flavour will have you coming
back for seconds!
Where? Corso Vittorio Emanuele II 24/bis, 10123 Turin
www.albertomarchetti.it

OUR TOP TIP:

Elizabeth Minchilli has been waxing lyrical on her
Italian food blog for over a decade. To such great
effect that she’s turned her musings into two wonderful books, the latest of which, Eating My Way
Through Italy, came out in May.

Gelato does come in a cono (cone), but it’s easy to
forget how soft in texture it is. That means on a hot
day you may end up with it all over you. Order it in a
coppetta (small cup) to be on the safe side.

~
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FULL-ON SUMMER FASHION
-This summer, the rule of thumb is ‘more is more’. Catwalks were abuzz with this season’s over-the-top looks, which still stay true to the Italian taste for impeccable design
and opulence. Move away from minimalism, and embrace bold, whimsical trends with
our list of top summer must-haves:

SMOKEY EYES WITH A TWIST
The smokey eye has returned, but updated! Swop dark
shades for bright, colourful tones. Smoulder with blue
or pink, and add an extended wing for some drama!

ULTRA VIOLET!
Loud, brave shades of purple and violet are the perfect backdrop. Use them as the base for your outfit,
and build the look with sparkling embellishments.

----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

THE PERFECT SERVE
Fill a wine glass with ice.
Combine Pro-Spritz and
Aperol in equal parts (50/50).
Add a splash of soda.
MULTIPLE BAGS
Sometimes one bag isn’t enough! This season,
fashionistas are carting around all they need in multiple bags. Good news for travelers, no?

----------------------------------------------------------

RENDEZ-VOUS IN RUFFLES
Ruffles add a romantic, feminine touch to your look.
Stand out in the crowd at get-togethers or long summer picnics in big, bold frills.

----------------------------------------------------------

CINDERELLA SHOES
Comfortable heels smothered in glitter and sparkles
will mean you’re dressed for special occasions, but
hint at the fancies of childhood.

Garnish with an orange slice.

----------------------------------------------------------

Share your Italian moments, and tag us on @aperolspritzsa and use
#AperolSpritz #LiveLife #DrinkItalian

MARIA’S BAG OF TRICKS
Maria Marigliano Caracciolo’s Bags By M.
collection offers luxury, bespoke clutches
in the form of your favourite classic novel!
We sat down briefly with this inspiring designer to learn more:
What inspired Bags By M.?
I’ve always loved Naples (where I grew up) and, of
course, old books. Thanks to Naples’ history of tailoring, and the fact that the best bookbinders in Italy are
based in the courtyard of my family palazzo [an Italian
aristocratic mansion], I was able to realise Bags by M.

Tell us about the bags and their production.
Every detail of By M. clutches can be personalised.
They’re hand-bound just as books are, in keeping
with a centuries-long tradition, using only the best
Italian leather, silk and gold leaf.
How can South African customers order one?
We’ve opened an E-shop with some standard classics. You can request your inscription and order online. There’s nothing more personal than your favourite book, so choose one that reflects who you are,
and you can customise the design afterwards.
Visit www.bagsbym.com for more info.

*Source: IWSR Database 2014
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